The following books are located in the Picture Book Section.

Fire Safety

Bond, F.
Poinsettia and the Firefighters
Lonely and afraid of the dark in her new room, Poinsettia Pig is
comforted when she discovers that the firefighters are awake and keep
watch during the night.
Bridwell, N.
Clifford the Firehouse Dog
When Emily Elizabeth and Clifford visit Clifford’s brother, Nero, a fire
rescue dog, Clifford demonstrates fire safety and helps to put out a fire.
Cuyler, M.
Stop, Drop, and Roll
Jessica, who worries about everything from her spelling homework to
remembering to fill her dog's water dish, learns that fire safety begins
with extinguishing her fears.
Demarest, C.
Firefighters A to Z
An alphabetic look at a firefighter's day.
Desimini, L.
Dot the Fire Dog
Dot the Dalmatian that lives at a firehouse accompanies the firefighters
when they rush to a burning house.
Edwards, J.
Dumpy and the Firefighters
When a fire breaks out in Apple Harbor, Dumpy the Dump Truck helps
save the day.
Fox, C.
Fire Fighter Piggy Wiggy
A young pig imagines what it would be like to be a fearless fire fighter
who slides down a pole, drives a fire engine, and saves someone from
danger.
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Grambling, L.
My Mom is a Firefighter
Billy spends time with his "second family" at the Floral Avenue firehouse
where his mother works, and dreams of growing up to be a firefighter just
like her.
Krensky, S.
Spark the Firefighter
Spark's fear of fire has kept him from being a proper dragon, so he takes
a job with the Hardscrabble volunteer fire department in hopes of
conquering his fear.

Miller, E.
Fireboy to the Rescue
Fireboy gives tips on preventing fires and staying safe if a fire does
start.
Munsch, R.
The Fire Station
Sheila and Michael visit the firehouse and ask to drive a firetruck, and
while they don't get to take the wheel, they do manage to go to a fire.
Pendziwol, J.

No Dragons for Tea:
Fire Safety for Kids (and dragons)
When a young girl meets a dragon at the beach, she invites him to tea.
While they are enjoying a scrumptious meal, the dragon sneezes a fiery
sneeze, and flames shoot up. The child's new friend panics and tries to
hide, but she keeps her cool and helps to get him and her family out of
the house safely.

The following books are located in the Non-Fiction Section.
J 331.7 Ada
Day in the Life of a Firefighter
Follows a firefighter through a typical day as he responds to an alarm,
puts out a fire, and gives fire safety lessons.
J 363.37 Con
Fire
Brief text examines the disastrous effects of uncontrollable fires,
methods of fire extinction and prevention, and ways to protect people
during a fire.
J 625.925 Hut
Firehouse Dog
Lucky Hooper! He gets to live and work with real-life fire fighters. He
watches them get ready to fight fires and helps them teach people about
fire safety.

Rockwell, A.
At the Firehouse
Jason, who loves fire engines, goes to the firehouse on Visitor's Day and
learns all about being a firefighter.

J 628.9 Bri
I Drive a Fire Engine
Hold on tight as the fire engine races to an emergency. See how
firefighters depend upon this heavy-duty vehicle to put out fires.

Schneyer, E.
Fire Safety with Lieutenant Toby
"I'm not just a puppy, I'm Lieutenant Toby, and we're going to talk
about fire safety. Sit where you can see and get comfy, this is a lesson in
fire prevention from me"

J 628.9 Dub
Out and About at the Fire Station
Children visit a fire station and learn how firefighters do their work.

Wellington, M.
Firefighter Frank
Follow Firefighter Frank through a typical day on duty at the firehouse.
He cooks, cleans, and teaches, and when the alarm bell sounds, he
helps put out the fire and keep everyone safe.

J 628.92 Mar
I am Fire
Explains the difference between good fire, which can be used safely for
cooking and providing warmth, and bad fire, which can cause burns or
destroy property.
The following books are located in the Easy Reader Section.

Wood, A.
Alphabet Rescue
While on vacation in Alphabet City, Little e and the other lowercase
letters repair an old fire truck and come to the rescue when a fire engulfs
the letter-making factory.

Brimner, L.
Firehouse Sal
Fire Companies 1, 2, 3, and 4 rush across town to Fire Company 5,
where the firehouse dog is having puppies.

Zimmerman, A.
Fire! Fire! Hurry! Hurry!
Captain Kelly and his firefighters must delay their delicious dinner
because they keep getting called to put out fires.

Brown, J.
Flat Stanley and the Firehouse
When Stanley's fire safety poster wins a contest, he gets to visit a
firehouse, where he climbs onto a real fire truck, slides down
the fire pole, and helps out in a real emergency.

Zimmerman, A.
Fire Engine Man
A young boy imagines the work he will do and the safety gear he will
wear when he becomes a fireman some day, as his younger brother first
watches then joins him on the job.

Packard, M.
I'm a Fire Fighter
A little boy imagines what it is like to be a fire fighter.
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